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Conclusions
• Stems have an effect on the winemaking process, on the wine composition and the wine taste.
• As a perspective it would be interesting to take into account the maturity of the stems and see how this parameter influences the effect of

the stems on the wines when kept during maceration.

Winemaking experimental design and analysis

Often blamed for bringing green aromas and astringency to wines, the use of stems during red winemaking is also known to improve the aromatic complexity of some

wines. Stem are generally kept during the maceration phase either by keeping whole clusters of grapes or simply by adding the stems back in the tank after

destemming. Although applied in different wine-growing regions around the world, this technique is hardly used in Switzerland. The aim of this study was to identify the

relevance of using this type of winemaking in the case of Gamay and Gamaret red grape varieties.

Control S20% S40% WC20% WC40%

Fully destemmed grapes

+ 20% of stems + 40% of stems
+ 20% of stems as 

whole clusters

+ 40% of stems as 

whole clusters

For both grape varieties : 

- small scale winemaking procedure (150 kg of grapes)

- 2 repetitions of each modality

Gamaret - Gland, La Côte

Gamay - Pully, Lavaux

- Classical FTIR colorimetric methods

- Polyphenolic content

- Sensory analysis

Polyphenolic content

Impact of stalks on fermentation kinetics

- At the end of the alcoholic fermentation, all wines reached sugar levels under 1g/L.

- Wines made with a proportion of whole cluster of grapes showed slightly slower

fermentation kinetics. Moreover, sugar was liberated at pressing indicating that all the

berries were not crushed by punching the cap during maceration  fermentation risk
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Chemical analysis

- Among other parameters, pH and alcohol levels are known to be influenced by the use of

stems during winemaking[1].

- No significant pH variation were found for Gamay wines. For Gamaret, pH differences

were found between the modalities. However, no stem dose effect could be highlighted.

- For Gamay wines, S40% and WC40% showed lower alcohol content. However these

differences were not significant. For Gamaret, only S40% showed higher alcohol level.
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- Stem are known to be rich in polyphenolic compounds[1].

- For both Gamay and Gamaret wines, adding stems during maceration significantly

increased IPT level. For Gamaret, the use of whole cluster of grapes induced a decrease

in IPT, maybe linked to the difficulty to punch the cap during maceration. According to the

tannin content, no significant differences were found between Gamay wines.

- For Gamaret modalities, no significant difference could be found between the control and

the four trials . However, whole cluster showed the tendency of having lower levels of total

tannin concentration.
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Sensory analysis

- For Gamay wines, keeping stems during maceration induced an increase in the dryness

and the roughness of the tannins. It seems that the more stems there are, the stronger

the effect. On the contrary, whole cluster modalities were similar to the control wine.

- For Gamaret, vegetal and animal notes were significantly higher when whole cluster of

grapes were used. It seems that bitterness and roughness of the tannins were lower in

control than in the other modalities. However, no significance was found by statistical

analysis.
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